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[1] The North Atlantic eddy-driven jet is a major
component of the large-scale flow in the northern
hemisphere. Here we present evidence from reanalysis
and ensemble forecast data for systematic flow-dependent
predictability of the jet during northern hemisphere winter
(DJF). It is found that when the jet is weakened or split,
it is both less persistent and less predictable. The lack of
predictability manifests itself as the onset of an anomalously
large instantaneous rate of spread of ensemble forecast
members as the jet becomes weakened. This suggests that,
as the jet weakens or splits, it enters into a state more
sensitive to small differences between ensemble forecast
members, rather like the sensitive region between the wings
of the Lorenz attractor. Citation: Frame, T. H. A., J. Methven,

takes an extremely long time to pass near a previously visited state [Van den Dool, 1994]. A consequence of this is
that systematic flow-dependent predictability in NWP can
only feasibly be observed statistically by considering a small
subset of variables or indices.
[4] Recent results [Woollings et al., 2010; Franzke et al.,
2012; Hannachi et al., 2012] suggest that statistics of North
Atlantic eddy-driven jet indices possess significant inhomogeneities, indicating the presence of three regimes: a regime
with the maximum wind-speed of the jet shifted south of its
climatological mean latitude, one with it close to the mean
latitude and one with it shifted north of the mean latitude.
Further evidence has been found that the skill in forecasting the jet appears to vary with these regimes, with the
skill being lowest when the forecast starts with the jet in
the north regime [Frame et al., 2011]. These differences in
forecast skill could indicate the presence of flow-dependent
predictability.
[5] In this letter the evidence for systematic flowdependent predictability of the winter North Atlantic eddydriven jet is examined. The aims are to identify properties
from climatological data which link the statistics of the jet to
its evolutionary behavior, and to determine whether the predictability of the jet shows flow dependence consistent with
these properties.
[6] The rest of this letter is divided into four sections.
Section 2 introduces a two-dimensional principal component space which describes the large-scale structure of the
jet. In section 3, the frequency distribution and evolutionary
behavior within this two-dimensional principal component
space is examined using climatological data taken from
the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts
(ECMWF) reanalysis data set (ERA-40) [Uppala et al.,
2005]. In section 4, the predictability of the jet is examined using ECMWF ensemble forecast data taken from the
THORPEX Interactive Grand Global Ensemble (TIGGE)
data set [Park et al., 2008]. A summary of the main results
and conclusions is presented in section 5.

S. L. Gray and M. H. P. Ambaum (2013), Flow-dependent
predictability of the North Atlantic jet, Geophys. Res. Lett., 40,
doi:10.1002/grl.50454.

1. Introduction
[2] It is well established [Whitaker and Loughe, 1998]
that for a given lead time the spread of operational ensemble forecasts fluctuates from day to day. These fluctuations
are frequently cited as evidence of the presence of atmospheric large-scale flow regimes; e.g., blocked and zonal
regimes. They are also an indication that the predictability
of the atmosphere is flow-dependent; i.e., ensemble spread
increases more rapidly near some states than others because
forecast trajectories diverge more rapidly near these states.
A commonly cited analogue of this behavior is the model of
Lorenz [1963]; e.g., Palmer [1993]. In the Lorenz model, the
likelihood of rapid divergence of trajectories is much higher
when they pass through the region between the two “wings”
of the attractor than when they are on the “tips” of the wings.
This means that the predictability of the Lorenz model can
be said to be systematically flow-dependent; i.e., one could
make a useful prediction of the rate of spread of an ensemble using prior experience and knowledge of the ensemble
mean.
[3] A major difference between the Lorenz model and a
numerical weather prediction (NWP) model is the huge disparity in the number of variables in the model state; the
Lorenz model has three variables and a typical NWP model
! 108 . This means that the Lorenz model passes near most
states on its attractor in a relatively short time. By contrast,
when all variables are taken into account, the atmosphere
1

2. Characterization of the Eddy-Driven Jet Using
Principal Components
[7] Throughout this letter, the North Atlantic eddy-driven
jet will be characterized using a two-dimensional coordinate system, in which the amplitude and latitude of the
jet maximum are approximate radial and angular coordinates respectively. This coordinate system is derived from
ERA-40 data as follows.
[8] Following Woollings et al. [2010] and Frame et al.
[2011] the North Atlantic eddy-driven jet is defined from
the zonal winds between 15ı N and 75ı N, zonally averaged
between 60ı W and 0ı W, and vertically averaged between
the 925 and 750 hPa pressure levels, to produce profiles of
zonal wind as a function of latitude. Such “jet profiles” are
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Figure 1. Summary of the EOF decomposition of the North Atlantic eddy-driven jet data from ERA-40. (a) Principal
component spectrum. (b) Latitudinal structure of the time mean jet and first two EOFs. (c) Physical characteristics of the
North Atlantic eddy-driven jet as a function of leading two principal components. Black contours: latitude of jet maximum.
Colored contours: speed of jet maximum (ms–1 ). Stippling indicates the region of PC-space in which the jet has multiple
maxima. White contours: absolute amplitude coefficient of leading two EOFs (PCU).
p
A21 + A22 , of the first two EOFs normalized by the pooled
standard deviation. They are offset from zero due to the contribution from the time mean. Since the EOFs were defined
to be orthogonal with respect to area averaged energy and the
relative scaling of the axes has been preserved, the square of
absolute amplitude is proportional to the contribution of the
first two EOFs to the total energy of the jet, hence, we shall
use these contours as an indicator of energy.
[12] The black radial and colored contours show the latitude and wind-speed of the jet maximum [Woollings et al.,
2010], respectively. They are constructed systematically by
calculating the latitude and amplitude of the jet maximum
for different additive combinations of EOF1, EOF2 and the
time mean. The stippling indicates the region of PC-space in
which the jet has two maxima. The jet can have two maxima for two reasons. First, when the amplitudes of EOF1
and EOF2 are zero (the zero point of the white contours),
the jet structure must be constructed from only EOFs 3,
4, etc. (not shown), which are wavelike with wave number greater than 1 and hence must produce multiple maxima
(cf. Fourier series). Second, EOF2 (Figure 1b) has two maxima (at approximately 25ı N and 62ı N), so that when its
amplitude is large and positive, the jet will tend to have two
maxima. The thicker black contour between 35ı N and 60ı N
in Figure 1c demarks the point at which the two separate
maxima have equal magnitude. Crossing this boundary in a
clockwise direction implies the decay of the jet in the north
and growth of the jet in the south, the converse being true for
anti-clockwise crossing. Except near this boundary, where
the jet maxima can jump rapidly between latitudes, the plotted values are representative of those obtained using the
full data.

calculated for each six hourly time-point in the ERA-40 data
set. The resultant jet profile data is decomposed into empirical orthogonal functions (EOFs) [Jolliffe, 2002] as follows.
It is weighted by the square root of cosine of latitude, so that
the EOFs will be orthogonal with respect to area averaged
energy. The time mean is subtracted and the data decomposed into EOFs. The EOFs form an orthogonal set of spatial
structures similar to Fourier series, from which any jet profile can be constructed. Each EOF is paired with a principal
component (PC). The PCs are a set of uncorrelated univariate time series describing the fluctuations of the amplitude
coefficient, A, of the corresponding EOF about the time
mean, hAi; e.g., the amplitude coefficient of EOF1 is defined
as A1 (t) = hA1 i+PC1(t).
[9] The basic properties of the principal component
decomposition are summarized in Figure 1. Figure 1a shows
the percentage of the total variance explained by the leading 34 PCs. The first two PCs explain more than 40% of the
variance. The stepped structure of Figure 1a indicates that
the leading PCs should be grouped into twos, each group
accounting for roughly equal variance.
[10] The zonal wind structures associated with the first
two EOFs and time mean are plotted in Figure 1b. For ease
of viewing, the plotted EOFs have been multiplied by the
standard deviation of their respective principal component
time-series. The first two EOFs are similar to those found
for simulated data by Monahan and Fyfe [2006, 2009], and
may be considered “typical” zonal jet EOFs. In combination
with the mean, they are sufficient to describe the large-scale
variability of jet, allowing for both latitudinal shifts and
amplification of the jet. Henceforth, we shall use only PC1
and PC2 to characterize the variability of the jet.
[11] Figure 1c summarizes the relationship between the
values of PC1 and PC2 and the jet structure obtained using
only the time mean jet profile, EOF1 and EOF2. The coordinate axes have been normalized by the pooled standard
deviation of PC1 and PC2. The pooled standard deviation is
used as it preserves the relative scaling of the two axes. We
shall refer to the unit of distance in PC-space as a PC unit
(PCU). The white contours show the absolute amplitude,

3. Frequency and Persistence of the Jet
[13] We have described the properties of a twodimensional PC-space which encapsulates the large-scale
structure of the North Atlantic eddy-driven jet. We shall
now consider the frequency distribution of the ERA-40 data
2
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Figure 2. Statistics of winter (DJF) North Atlantic eddy-driven jet data projected into a two component PC-space. From the
45 winters of the ERA-40 data set: (a) Kernel-smoothing frequency estimate: The number of data points (per 2025) within
radius 0.78 PCU of each location in PC-space. The black circle illustrates a radius of 0.78 PCU. (b) Mean residence time
(days): The mean length of time trajectories remain within 0.78 PCU of each location. (c) Magnitude (colors) and direction
(streamlines) of the mean PC-space increments: The mean net change in position over 2 days of trajectories originating
within 0.78 PCU of each location. Interpretable as mean velocity (PCU per 2 days). (d) RMS PC-space increments: The
RMS net distance (PCU) trajectories originating within 0.78 PCU of each location travel in 2 days. Interpretable as RMS
speed (PCU per 2 days). From six-winters of ECMWF ensemble forecast data: (e) Mean rate of change in ensemble variance
(PCU2 /day) versus ensemble mean. Calculated at 6 day lead time. Dashed black line bounds the “high spread region”.
(f) Mean ensemble variance (PCU2 ) versus lead time for two strata of the forecast data. Solid line: Ensemble mean trajectory
has not entered high spread region by day 6. Dashed line: Ensemble mean trajectory first enters the high spread region on
day 6. Black and white contours in Figures 2a–2e as in Figure 1c.
data. The AR1 model is sufficient to explain the mean, variance, auto-correlation, and distribution of increment lengths
of the data; it therefore provides a useful null hypothesis
for testing whether variations in the statistical properties
of the data with location in PC-space require “interesting” [Christiansen, 2009], inhomogeneous statistics which
depend nonlinearly on PC1 and PC2 to explain them, or can
easily be explained by sampling error from a homogeneous

within that PC-space, and how this relates to the way in
which trajectories move through it.
[14] We shall use 45-winters of six hourly ERA-40 data
sampled every 2 days, providing a total of 2025 data points.
The 2 day sampling frequency is chosen because 2 days
was found to be the shortest time-scale for which a linear
constant coefficient first-order auto-regressive model (hereafter AR1 model) fit the auto-correlation function of the
3
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random walk [Stephenson et al., 2000]. The 2 day timescale
was identified, and the AR1 model fitted using software
and methods described by Schneider and Neumaier [2001]
and Neumaier and Schneider [2001]. It is important to note
that trajectories do not travel far on timescales shorter than
2 days, so we can still think of 2 day increments as
representing behavior in local regions of PC-space.
[15] The first thing we shall consider is the frequency
distribution of the data in PC-space. Figure 2a shows a
kernel smoothing estimate of the frequency distribution
(colored contours). The black and white contours show the
jet latitude and absolute amplitude of the first two EOFs
(Figure 1c), and will also be shown in subsequent figures.
To produce the frequency distribution, a flat circular kernel
of radius 0.78 PCU was used. This radius is the median distance traveled along trajectories in 2 days. The black circle
in the top right illustrates the size of the kernel. Since the
kernel is flat, the frequency distribution is the number of data
points (out of the total 2025) within a distance 0.78 PCU of
each location in PC-space. The same kernel was used in the
production of Figures 2b–2e.
[16] Several features of the frequency distribution indicate non-Gaussianity. First, the mode is displaced away from
the mean towards the top left, and the separation between
contours is greater toward the bottom right than the top
left. Second, a “bulge” is apparent in the distribution in the
region around PC1 = –1.5, PC2 = –0.5 associated with
strong southward-shifted jets. One quantitative measure of
the deviation of the data from Gaussianity is the multivariate
skewness of Mardia and Zemroch [1975]. The multivariate
skewness of the ERA-40 data sample is 0.198. A value this
large would be unusual given the AR1 model, with a probability of, occurring by chance, only 0.0002, estimated from
50,000 simulated data sets.
[17] To provide a further test of the robustness of these
non-Gaussian features, we reproduced the distribution using
a six-winter sample of day 15 ECMWF 50 member ensemble forecasts from the TIGGE archive. All the features which
indicate non-Gaussianity were found to be present in this
second distribution, and the multivariate skewness of the
TIGGE data was found to be even higher than the ERA-40
data, with a value of 0.228.
[18] To investigate the possible explanation for these nonGaussian features, Figure 2b shows the mean residence time
within local regions of PC-space. This is defined as the mean
length of time that trajectories entering a circle of radius 0.78
PCU centered on a point in PC-space remain within that circle. Since the sampling frequency of the data is 2 days and
the data consists of 90 day segments, the shortest observable residence time is 2 days and the longest 86 days. We
exclude trajectories which are within the circle at the start or
end of each 90 day segment, since the total residence time
of such trajectories cannot be known. Only points with frequency (see Figure 2a) greater than or equal to 100 (out of
2025) are shown.
[19] Two things are of note in Figure 2b. First, there is a
region of relatively low mean residence time (!3 days or
less) centered on PC1 = –0.5, PC2 = 1 coincident with the
region where the jet has lowest energy. Second, the longest
mean residence times (!4 days) occur in regions associated
with higher energy jets. Notably, the longest residence time
occurs where PC1 < –2 and PC2 ' 0 coincident with the
bulge in the frequency distribution seen in Figure 2a. This

second feature implies that the existence of bulge in the frequency distribution is a reflection of the long residence times
of southward shifted jets.
[20] In tests using 1000 simulated data sets generated
with the AR1 model, the longest mean residence time
obtained was shorter than that found for the ERA-40
data, being only 3.05 days. More importantly, the longest
residence times were found to always lie in a patch
near the center of PC-space, 95% of the simulated data
sets being within 0.63 PCU of the center. This second
point, makes the existence of the high residence times
of the southward shifted jet and low residence times
near the center of the distribution unusual without a nonhomogeneous statistical model, i.e., one with parameters
that vary with location in PC-space either because of low
frequency variations in external boundary conditions (nonstationarity) or simply due to the structure of the dynamical
equations themselves.
[21] To examine what such a model might look like, we
shall consider the mean PC-space increments. These are the
mean vector change in location in PC-space over a finite
time interval, and can be viewed as an estimator of the mean
velocity of trajectories originating in a local region of PCspace. Mathematically, they may be represented as h!xi =
hxt+!t – xt i, where xt is a two element vector containing the
values of PC1 and PC2 at time t, ! indicates an incremental change, and the angle brackets indicate a mean. For the
purposes of this work, the time increment !t is 2 days. The
mean PC-space increments are referred to as mean phasespace tendencies by Franzke et al. [2007] and are viewed
as an estimator of the drift velocity in the context of the
Fokker-Planck equation by Sura et al. [2005].
[22] The mean PC-space increments are shown in
Figure 2c. The streamlines indicate the direction of the mean
PC-space increments, and the colored shading shows their
magnitude. These were calculated by taking the subset of
all data points within a radius 0.78 PCU of each location
in PC-space, calculating the mean increment and attributing it to that location. Several points can be made about
them. First, they form a single “swirl” spiraling inward. Second, the direction rotation indicates that the jet migrates
northwards on average. Third, the magnitudes of the mean
PC-space increments are largest at the extremities of the distribution and decrease to zero towards the center. This third
point is not surprising. From a statistical point of view, it is a
requirement for the distribution to be approximately stationary. From a physical point of view, it is a requirement for
the energy of the jet to remain bounded. All three of these
properties are consistent with the AR1 model, however, the
mean PC-space increments lack the symmetry that would
be expected from a homogeneous statistical model; e.g., the
inward flow in the region around PC1=1, PC2=1.5 is significantly stronger than that in the region around PC1 = –2,
PC2 = –0.5.
[23] A second means of examining the way in which trajectories move around PC-space is to quantify how rapidly
they move. We shall do this by considering the root-meansquared (RMS) PC-space increments. These are the mean
distance traveled from a given starting point in 2 days.
1
They can be represented mathematically as hk!xk2 i 2 =
2 12
hkxt+!t – xt k i . The RMS PC-space increments are shown
in Figure 2d. These were calculated using the same subsetting technique as Figure 2c; however, whereas the colors in
4
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of ensemble members diverge at different rates in different regions of PC-space. Second, the region of PC-space
associated with the largest rate of change of ensemble variance corresponds to the region associated with weak or split
jets (Figure 1c) and of largest RMS PC-space increments
(Figure 2d) and shortest residence times (Figure 2b). The
dotted line encloses a region containing rates of change of
ensemble variance larger than 80% of the range. We shall
call this region the “high spread region”.
[29] Figure 2f shows the mean ensemble variance as a
function of lead time for two mutually exclusive subsamples
of the forecast data. The dashed line shows the mean
ensemble variance of all forecasts with ensemble mean first
entering the high spread region on forecast day 6. The
solid line shows the mean ensemble variance of all forecasts with ensemble mean first entering the high spread
region after day 6. Forecasts with ensemble mean entering
the high spread region before day 6 are neglected. Notably,
there is no discernible difference between the mean ensemble variance of the two subsets of forecasts prior to day 6.
After day 6, forecasts with ensemble mean first entering
the high spread region on day 6 have larger mean ensemble variance than those with ensemble mean first entering
after forecast day 6. The fact that differences between the
mean ensemble variances of the two subsamples of the forecast data only become apparent after entry into the high
spread region supports the interpretation of it as a local
source of ensemble variance leading to increased forecast
uncertainty and lower predictability. An analogy for this
would be the central region between the wings of the Lorenz
attractor [Lorenz, 1963] associated with rapid separation
of trajectories.

Figure 2c show the magnitude of the mean increment, those
in Figure 2d show the mean magnitude of increments. The
most striking thing about Figure 2d is the inverse relationship it has with residence time (Figure 2b). Regions which
have larger RMS increments, and by implication move
more rapidly through PC-space, have shorter residence time.
Quantitative tests using simulated data generated using an
AR1 model with parameters which vary in PC-space consistent with Figures 2c and 2d could explain the 4 day residence
times in Figure 2b.

4. Flow-Dependent Predictability of the Jet
[24] We have so far provided evidence that the behavior of trajectories in PC-space varies with location. In this
section we shall determine whether there is evidence that
predictability varies with location in a manner consistent
with these variations in trajectory behavior. We shall use
ECMWF ensemble forecast data projected into PC-space.
This data is taken from the TIGGE archive [Park et al.,
2008], and consists of daily 15 day, 50 member ensemble forecasts spanning six winters from December 2006 to
January 2012. First, however, we shall say briefly what
we mean by predictability and how we shall determine its
variation with location in PC-space.
[25] Ensemble variance acts as an estimator of forecast
uncertainty, larger variance indicating larger uncertainty.
The rate at which variance grows can be used as a measure
of predictability. When variance grows rapidly, the estimated
forecast uncertainty increases rapidly with lead time, and
the predictability is lower. Conversely, when variance grows
slowly, the estimated forecast uncertainty increases slowly
with lead time, and the predictability is higher. Predictability does not quantify forecast skill; it does, however, provide
an a priori estimator of the rate at which forecast skill is lost
under the assumption that the forecast model is consistent
with the physics of the atmosphere and the ensemble is a
well-constructed sample of the initial uncertainty.
[26] The two questions we shall answer are: does the predictability of the jet vary systematically with location in
PC-space, and can this variation be related to the climatological behavior? To answer these questions we shall use
the rate of change of ensemble variance as a measure of
predictability and the ensemble mean as a measure of location. We shall use the terms ensemble-mean and ensemblevariance to refer specifically to values calculated within the
two-dimensional PC-space.
[27] Figure 2e shows the mean rate of change of ensemble
variance (PCU2 per day) at forecast day 6 at different points
in PC-space. For each point in PC-space, the mean rate of
change of ensemble variance is calculated by averaging the
change in ensemble variance in 1 day over all forecasts with
ensemble mean lying within a radius ! 0.78 PCU of that
point. We have chosen to show results from forecast day 6,
since at this lead time, the early quasi-exponential phase
[Lorenz, 2006] of growth should have largely ended, but the
variance is still sufficiently small for the ensemble to be contained within a local region. However, the results and their
interpretation are not particularly sensitive to the chosen lead
time.
[28] Two points can be taken from Figure 2e. First, the
mean rate of change of ensemble variance depends on the
location of the ensemble mean, implying that the trajectories

5. Summary
[30] In this letter we have used a two-dimensional principal component space to examine the evidence for systematic
flow-dependent predictability of the North Atlantic eddydriven jet. We have shown that the frequency distribution
of atmospheric data projected into this PC-space is nonGaussian, and that deviations from Gaussianity can be linked
to variation in persistence (residence time) with location in
PC-space. It has been shown that persistence is anomalously
low in the region of PC-space associated with weak or split
jets. The key result of this letter is that the predictability of
the jet decreases systematically, when its trajectory passes
through this region. Franzke et al. [2012] and Hannachi
et al. [2012] suggest that when the jet is shifted to the north,
it tends to transition south via wave breaking. This transition
implies temporary disruption of the zonal flow and passage
of trajectories through the less predictable region of PCspace associated with weak or split jets. The increased rate
of spread associated with passage through this region may
be the explanation for the observation of Frame et al. [2011]
that ensemble predictions of the location of the jet are less
skillful when the initial conditions have the jet shifted to the
north.
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